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NEW DIRECTOR OF MARKETING SERVICES
HAS JOINED LIONEL TRAINS, INC.
Sherrie Weitzman has joined Lionel Trains, Inc. as Director of Marketing
Services. The announcement was made by Mark Gordon, Vice President
of Marketing and Sales.
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Weitzman was most recently Vice President, Account Supervisor at The
Bernline Group. She previously held a variety of account service,
research and media positions at Ross Roy, D'Arcy Masius Benton &
Bowles, and Stone & Simons.
In her new position, Weitzman will be responsible for media advertising,
public relations, sales promotion and merchandising for the complete
line of Lionel products.
Weitzman is a 1977 graduate of the University of Michigan - Ann Arbor
and holds an MBA from Wayne State University in Detroit. She is
also a member of the Adcraft Club of Detroit.
Lionel Trains, Inc. was founded in 1900 by the toy industry innovator
Joshua Cowen. Richard P. Kughn is the current Chief Executive Officer
and Chairman. Lionel has been continuously mass-marketing electric
trains, American Flyer trains and accessories for children as well as
limited-edition products to hobbyists and collectors for more than 90
years. The company's manufacturing headquarters and visitor's center
are located at 50625 Richard W. Blvd. in Chesterfield, Michigan.
For further information contact: Sherrie A. Weitzman
Director of Marketing Services
(313) 949-4100, Ext. 1242

American Flyer sets—the base of a good collection.

AMERICAN FLYER fans
like the new S gauge magazine
since it contains articles
designed to improve all 3/16"
layouts - both AF and scale.
Product reviews abound for
structures, vehicles, figures
and scenery materials which
are useable on AF layouts. Lots
of color pictures, too! Send for
free color pamphlet.
One year subscription
(5 issues): S27.50
11 Hi l-'mnont Avenue
I,os Altos, California 91021
(415)961-0772

Train sets were the building blocks of toy train
marketing. This book, Greenberg's Guide to
American Flyer S Gauge Volume III: Sets, lists each
set from 1945 -1991 with its components and current values. Discusses Gilbert marketing strategies,
product development and packaging. By Joe
Deger. 8V2 x 11,192 pgs., 39 b&w and 80 color
photos, hrdbd.
#10-7425
$45.95

AMERICAN FLYER
$ €w»tM^»45
Volume ill Sets

Look for this book at your local hobby shop.
Or call toll free, 24 hours a day 800-533-6644.
Please have your credit card ready. Fax 414-796-0126.
Outside the U.S. and Canada call 414-796-8776.
Include for postage and handling: U.S. add $3.00 for 4th class or $4.50 for UPS; Canadian orders add $5.00,
other foreign add $10.00. Wisconsin residents add 5% sales tax to total. Canadian orders add 7% GST to
total. Payable in U.S. funds. Prices and availability subject to change.
Kalmbach Publishing Co., Dept. X0661, 21027 Crossroads Circle, P.O. Box 1612, Waukesha, Wl 53187-1612
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President's Message

From The Editor

Gentlemen:

One of my goals as editor is to always get the
Dispatch into members' hands by the first week of
the cover month. A reliable circulation schedule is
important for advertisers as well as a service to the
readers. In order to accomplish this I wil be sending
my material for each issue to the publisher six weeks
in advance. I will not delay the mailing to await
outside input so if anyone has something for a specific
issue be sure I get it in on time.

My President's message is going to be very brief
and to the point. I am very concerned as of
this late date (November 6), our secretary has
not received any nominations for this coming
election. I hope that the membership wouldn't
be so apathetic on this so important issue.
Please consider nominating yourself for one of
the offices that is up for election this year. I
am re-issuing a call for nomination.
Notice is hereby given that nominations are
now being accepted for the NASG's Spring 1993
election of the following BOT's officers:
President
Treasurer
Eastern Region Vice President
Central Region Vice President
Western Region Vice President

4 year term
4 year term
2 year term
2 year term
2 year term

Each term will commence at the 1993 NASG
General Business Meeting.
As stipulated in the NASG Constitution and
By-Laws, nominations must reach the NASG
secretary four months prior to the election
which is to be mailed out by April 15, 1993;
therefore, I must receive all nominations by
December 15, 1992. Nominations must be
made in writing and should be accompanied
by a summary of the candidate's qualifications
not to exceed two hundred (200) words. An
individual may nominate himself/herself or be
nominated by someone else with the nominee's
consent.
Since NASG is a non-profit volunteer organization, no monetary compensation is given for
service on the BOT; however, we need people
who want to make a difference in the direction
of S gauge model railroading. I encourage
anyone interested in serving the NASG to run
for office. Current president, Mike Ferraro will
not be seeking re-election so the organization
needs another strong leader.
Please submit nominations or questions to:
Mark McFrederick
NASG Secretary/Elections Committee
Chairman
61930 Fairview Road
Barnesville, Ohio 43713
Sincerely,
Michael R. Ferraro

There is only a two week period from when you receive
the current issue until the next issue's material is
sent to the printer.
This, the December issue of the Dispatch, has
traditionally been the best of the year's published
material. Herein I present two feature articles which
I hope everyone will enjoy. The first is a photo essay
about how American Flyer and American Models
have influenced my own model railroading, maybe
you will see yourself in there too. It is appropriately
titled, "Two Great Americans."
The other feature article is about constructing a large
railroad bridge model patterned after a specific
prototype. The unique aspect of this project is that
most of the structural material came from a box of
scrap parts!
I have also assembled a few other subjects including
a short questionnaire on page 9. Your response will
help me determine what type of magazine content
I should concentrate on for future issues.

-Mike Palmiter

SOME THOUGHTS
By Bill Lane, Jr.
President, South Jersey S Sealers

I have started writing this on April 8, 1992 which
is a few days after the SJSS meeting at my house.
The last few meetings have been, in my opinion, very
successful. The attendance has been exceptional and
we have had at least one new member at each of
the last several meetings! This growth is necessary
for us to have enough manpower available for a
successful convention.
However, I noticed something during our April
meeting that scared me a little: RULES, our first sign
of growing pains! With the introduction of even the
smallest rule usually comes the different opinion of
others who oppose the rule. My only hope is that these
opinions will be the glue that keeps the club together,
and not the wedge that drives us apart. Ater all the
time and energy we have spent building the South
Jersey S Sealers I would not want to see us split apart
like a Midwest club did last summer.
One faction is the Highrailers, and the other is the
Sealers. The reason for the break-up were listed as,
"Totally different interests within S, the stress of
having just run the National Convention, and lack
of direction for the future."
It is no secret that my original version of the SJSS
was to start a club just like the Central Jersey S
Sealers. I wanted a club full of rivet counters. The
Central Jersey group excludes American Flyer and

Highrail enthusiasts, and that would have been fine
with me. After nine years of modeling in HO, S scale
to me was just a bigger and better version.
But to exclude can be very limiting. Who am I to
tell someone that they can't play trains with me
because they have "toy trains?" The club would have
consisted of just a few Sealers and I would not have
had the pleasure of meeting anyone else on the other
side of the scale tracks. The new friendships that are
made are much more important than the trains
themselves. We S gaugers are few in number so we
have to stick together. Now let's all hug ... NOT!
Here is my revised vision and ideas for the SJSS.
Put on your "Big Picture glasses" and look into the
future with me. I envision the SJSS as not only being
a social club, but more importantly a model railroader's informational database. For example, a highrailer might be building a warehouse for his AF
Christmas layout. The techniques he uses could be
useful to a sealer for his layout. This type of sharing
would be of use not only to the two individuals but
to the entire membership!
With all this information exchange going on, ideas
for both Scale and Highrail are equally created and
should be treated with the mutual respect they
deserve.

ARTWORK BY PAUL McKEE

THE CLUB SANDWICH
By Al Schoenberg
"Where we make tasty sandwiches of your club news!"
Hello! Mike has asked me to write a column for the
Dispatch about news from S-Scale Clubs. One of my
goals for this column is to write something about
every S-Scale club in the good old USA and eventually
the world! However, there is a slight stumbling block
to all of this. I don't know about every S-Scale Club
in the US A...yet. To write about your club, I need
a copy of your club newsletter, or if your club doesn't
have one, then I am asking someone in your club
to drop me a line every two months (Publication dates
for the Dispatch) and tell me what your club is doing.
Basically, I'll be looking for one of two things: 1.
Anything your club is doing that will be of interest
to other S-Scale Clubs, and 2. Anything your club
does to promote S-Scale and attract new members.
By sharing information this way, information can
be passed along to other S-Scale organizations to
assist them and help them grow too. For example,
if say, Club A, has been doing something successfully
for years that has helped them attract new members
and complete successful projects year after year, a
member of Club B may read what Club A is doing
and say, "Gee, we never thought of that. Club A has
some good ideas, let's see how we may adapt them
to our situation!"

base of at least 50,000 customers for S-Scale products.
We must start where we are now and start getting
new folks involved in S-Scale! If enough ideas flow
and I believe they will, I'll also be writing a
companion column regularly on how to use this Club
material and apply it to expand existing clubs and
form new S-Scale organizations. There has been
plenty written and said about why S-Scale is a
minority scale. Now, it's time for us to do something
about it! We have the manufacturers; now we need
the customers! I'm also curious about how your clubs
have grown over the past year. How has your
membership changed? How much has it increased
or decreased? My club, the South Jersey S-Scalers,
has doubled its membership in the past 12 months.
I'm curious if this is an isolated South Jersey
phenomenon or have other S-Scale groups experienced the same rapid, explosive growth.
Through my own club I get information on some of
the Midwestern and Eastern clubs, but I haven't seen
much information or newsletters from other parts of
the country. So, come on Houston, San Diego, Oregon,
or anywhere in the USA. I want to hear from you.
Uncle Al wants you!
AL SCHOENBERG

I'm tired of hearing how S-Scale is a minority Scale.
One way to change that is to form a manufacturing

204 Moldoff Road

Glassboro, NJ 08028

MIKE'S MUSINGS —
Does anyone remember a program from television's
early years titled, "ROAR OF THE RAILS?" CBS
carried this show from October 1948 to December 1949
on Tuesday nights.
The series was sponsored by the A.C. Gilbert
Company and used American Flyer trains to dramatize events that made railroad history. Veteran
railroad men made guest appearances to explain what
their jobs were and the models illustrated it all. This
was a great promotional idea for American Flyer
trains. Something like this even in today's space age

could be a real shot in the arm for the model railroad
industry!
I personally don't remember this show since I was
then only four years old and my family didn't have
a TV set, but I do recall a Saturday morning show
in the mid 1950s that was sponsored by either Gilbert
or Lionel. I can't remember the title or much else about
it but if any of you do write and let us know. It is
often a nice diversion to take a backward look at the
"Good ol' Days!"
MP

A VISIT TO GOELLNER PUBLISHING
Home of the Dispatch

During the weeks I was preparing for the Dispatch
editorship, I made a visit with the publisher, Pete
Mihelich to learn first hand about the mechanics of
printing our magazine. I found it interesting and
thought you would too.
On a warm clear August day I drove from my southern
Indiana home to St. Charles, Missouri where Goellner
Printing is locating. St. Charles is a small town a
few miles northwest of St. Louis. The printery is on
Historic Main Street, a refrubished area which now
sees a great deal of tourist trade for the quaint shops
located there.
This was my first occasion to meet Pete. I found a
friendly, soft spoken fellow who not only is our
publisher, but also an American Flyer devotee! When
material is sent to Pete which has reference to, say,
a Flyer 952R Heavyweight, or a 926 tank car, Pete
won't have to scratch his head wondering what we
are talking about.

Goellner Printing Co. on historic old Main
Street, St. Charles, MO.

After discussing basic publishing mechanics we went
for a tour of the printery and Pete explained how
my visuals and typewritten text are transformed into
the magazine we find in our mailbox every other
month.
All of the material which I send to Pete has to be
typeset by his staff and boxed to allow for illustrations. This is done on a large computer which displays
each page and will later be fed to the printing
machines.
When everything is typeset, a proof copy of each page
is sent to me for review, and after adjustments are
noted, the copy is ready for the final printing. Any
errors that slip thru are my responsibility.
Each visual is enlarged or reduced to fit the allotted
space, then the material is printed and the sheets
collated into order, stapled and trimmed into
magazine format.
Nearly 1400 copies of the Dispatch are then mailed
out all over the United States and Canada to our
(eager?) membership. So, if you have ever wondered
where and how the pride of the NASG is produced,
now you know!
- Mike Palmiter

The typesetting room with Publisher Pete
Mihelich and able assistant Judy Whitworth.

PRINTING

The Dispatch graphics room. Paul Lehnard, Jr.
takes a moment for a cautious look at the
camera.

Printing, collating, stapling and trimming all
go into producing the Dispatch.

Ken Pruett trims the August Dispatch books after the collating and stapling
is finished.

WHERE WE ARE

In the August issue John Metzger furnished an NASG
membership listing by states. It was readily apparent
that the eastern states have more members than
anywhere else but I thought it would be interesting
to see how the total membership looked displayed on
a demographic map.
The acompanying illustration shows the placement
of NASG membership groups. This is intended only

as a general representation.
Although the map does show a heavy concentration
of members in the northeast, the overall pattern is
quite similar to the general population clusters of
major metropolitan areas. Since the NASG membership is only a portion of the total number of S gaugers
I wondered if these groupings would be different with
every S gauger depicted.
MP

NASG MEMBERSHIP QUESTIONNAIRE
Please take a few minutes and send your reply to the following questions so that we can make the Dispatch
an even better magazine. It is not necessary to tear out the page, simply reply by number. Thanks for your
participation.
1. Are you currently into one or more of the
following:
—Scale
—Collector
—Highrail
—Narrow Gauge
—American Flyer operator

6. Favorite prototype railroads (list up to three)?
7. Subjects you would like to see more of in the
Dispatch?

2. Do you now have a layout? Yes. No.

8. Subjects you would like to see less of in the
Dispatch?

3. Do you have a layout under construction or plan
to expand your present one? Yes. No.

9. Do you favor the use of articles about prototype
railroad subjects to maintain magazine size? Yes. No.

4. What type of railroad settings do you find most
interesting? (Also 2nd and 3rd preferences)
—Mountain
—Urban
—Rural/Village
—Maritime
—Industrial

10. Which do you prefer:
(A) — Dispatch continue with its present content
six times per year, or
(B) — Dispatch be cut to four times per year but
strive for increased content.

5. Railroad era of most interest?

A SMALL INDUSTRY
Will Britton
SALT AWAY!
This issue's Small Industry was submitted by Denis
Fortier. I am sure that you will find it fascinating
and an excellent opportunity to use some of those
covered hoppers made by Pacific Rail shops even if
you don't model a grainger road or have a major
plastics manufacturer on your railroad. I want to
express my great appreciation to Denis for submitting
this Small Industry. Denis' account follows.

When the contents of one hopper bay are loaded into
the truck, the driver will use the payloader to move
the cars until the next bay is over the unloading ramp.
When the truck is loaded, the driver will then drive
it to its delivery point about 30 miles away, where
the salt is used in the manufacture of hydrochloric
acid (HC1) at a giant ALCAN plant.
... Denis Fortier

Coteau Station is one place where I stop to eat and
watch what is going on railroadwise while I am
traveling to Toronto. Coteau Station is a Canadian
National station. It is located about 40 miles west
of Montreal. It is quite a busy place as it is on the
mainline from Montreal to Toronto. The mainline is
double tracked at this point and there is another
mainline diverging to Ottawa at Coteau Station.
One activity here that goes on all day, and even at
night, and, it seems, seven days a week, is the
unloading of salt from specially treated covered
hoppers.

Though there is no l/64th scale truck that is a replica
of the trucks used, ERTL makes a grain truck that
would be quite suitable in modeling this scene. There
are some front loading tractors that are available that
should also suffice to model this industry. Of course,
it will be necessary for the modeler to build the
"trestle" and unloading ramp but that should follow
well known principles and techniques. Modeling the
salt will be a challenge. Any suggestions from the
readers?
WB % Dispatch Editor

The hopper cars are intended for high density loads
such as potash, salt, and calcium phosphate. All CN
covered hoppers intended for salt use are numbered
in the following series:

TS"

005004-006305 (CNLX)
368000-368999 (CNINTERNATIONAL)
369000-371999
377000-378349
The one shown in Figure 1 is not particularly common
in the U.S., however, the covered hoppers available
from Pacific Rail Shops would have examples that
were also intended for high density loads and would
be entirely suitable to any model rail who wished to
free-lance this industry.

Statement of Ownership,
Management and
Circulation

301 SO. MAIN

ST. CHARLES, MO 63301

280 CORDON BD.

MATAWAN. N . J . 00747

HIKE PALMITER

RT. 1 BOX 205

WILLIAMS, IN 47470

The loaded cars, usually in consists of 5 or 7 cars,
are pushed on a special siding by the road switcher
to a position over the small "trestle".
The first bay of the first car is placed directly over
the unloading ramp. Dumping continues bay by bay,
car by car, until all cars are emptied. The unloading
makes a lot of noise, ear protectors are needed by
crewmen who unload the bays and must, on occasion,
bang on the side with a large mass to cause the salt
to come out.
Meanwhile, the unloaded salt is picked up by a front
loading tractor and loaded into waiting trucks. The
truck driver also serves as the payload operator.
10
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TWO GREAT AMERICANS
By Mike Palmiter

^ •
On the upper rail line we see a modified American Flyer 'Jet" racing an American Models FP7
in home territory on the Harlem Division.

The following sequence of events should be familiar
to most S gaugers: American Flyer train set during
childhood years; change to HO some years later;
followed by temporary insanity with N gauge; and
finally a return to S gauge. So why did we end up
again with S? Well, for me it was because of two great
Americans, American Flyer and American Models.
Here's how it happened.
During the mid-1970s I was well established in HO
scale even though I was a childhood "Flyer-boy". In
November 1975 RMC magazine published "Sam
Powell's S Scale Pike", and about a year later MR
featured "S Scale Today" by Frank Titman. Terrific
showcases of what I then thought was a lost scale.
The fine model work of these fellows coupled with
my long standing affinity for American Flyer just
about made a convert out of me then and there. But
in those days getting into the scale side of S meant
scratch building or converting far more than I was
willing and able to do. The appealing idea of having
an S scale layout (which would have included some
Flyer images) was put aside, but never far from mind.
12

As chance would have it, a move to another house
found me with a smaller train room than I had with
HO so I switched to N scale because of what I
perceived as a necessity. Five years went by while
I continued telling myself that N's short comings were
made up for by the additional geography that could
be represented on a layout. Then one day in 1989
I finally came to my senses and decided that N had
to go!
By the late 1980's I had become aware of a new
company called American Models which was
producing a nice line of S stock in both scale and
highrail versions. Ready made S gauge equipment
was just what I needed to take the plunge, but was
it possible to fit the kind of layout I wanted into my
12' by 27' trainroom: I carefully measured and
diagrammed with an eye toward implementing 27"
minimum radius curves. Eureka! Everything would
fit, why didn't I see this before?
Using the proceeds from the sale of my N gauge
collection I began buying American Models

locomotives and cars as well as non-collector pieces
of old American Flyer stock for future conversions;
the prospect of operating Flyer equipment became
more and more appealing. Since Gilbert had made
most Flyer equipment very close to scale proportions
I knew that upscaling them would be primarily a
matter of replacing the tinplate trucks and couplers.
One notable exception to Gilbert's good proportions
were the length of the passenger cars. At first the
shorter-than-prototype length seemed OK especially
when operating on tight radius curves and turnouts;
later I replaced them with American Models scale
length passenger cars.
My first purchases of S gauge equipment were two
American Flyer cabooses (or is that cabeese?) When
converting them to scale appearance, one thing I
could not bring myself to do was replace the brass
end railings. I know that this is out of character for
a "sealer" but I wanted to keep some of the traditional
American Flyer details just for nostalgia's sake. I
suppose my model railroading now is really
somewhere between tinplate and scale, maybe my
category should be called TINSCALE! But whatever
the name I kept some of the Flyer trademarks among
the otherwise scale roster.

W

5

From the 1956 American Flyer catalog, this is
one of many illustrations that helped make
Flyer trains so appealing to prospective buyers.

Two "tinscale" cabooses are seen on the Harlem Division. Their brass end railings are one of
the Flyer trademarks which your author could not bring himself to replace when upscaling them.
13

When I picked up those old American Flyer pieces
I was reminded how durable they are. They could
take a dive off a layout edge and most likely be put
right back into operation. That cannot be said of the
delicate fine-scale stock of today. No doubt this was
in mind when I decided to keep the Flyer cars as
close to original as practical.
During the time I was looking for moderately priced
Flyer stock to use in upscaling, I came across a small
company called Instrument Designs which made
reproductions of many American Flyer favorites as
well as variations of some passenger stock. For
example, they had heavyweight Pullman cars with
paired windows to be used as a coach. The
heavyweight combine was recast into a baggage/
RPO, and the streamline combine was modified into
a full baggage car. These were welcome additions to
the limited S gauge rolling stock, and their
availability in shell-only versions was a real windfall
for a "tinscaler" like me!

For the brass devotees in our ranks we are fortunate
for the work of River Raisin, South Wind, and
Omnicon. In spite of our relatively few numbers we
really have a lot of sources for quality S merchandise.
If I have left out any S producers I apologize.
Let me get back onto the story's mainline here and
mention another bit of appreciation to American
Models for introducing their line of code .148 prefab
track products. Although code .148 is a bit high for
the fine sealers among us, the American Models line
of track is a nice product that highrailers and
tinscalers alike can enjoy. It has allowed me to
establish an operating model railroad that might
otherwise have bogged down in tedious hand laying
work.
The S gauge brotherhood of the 1990s and beyond
can be well satisfied with the heritage of American
Flyer and the present offerings of American Models-Two Great Americans!

I was amazed at how fast the layout and roster grew,
everything was fairly well established in less than
a year! I could not help but regret the earlier years
lost to other-scale railroading.
The title for this article would seem to suggest that
there are only two sources for S gauge equipment,
which is not my intention. I am merely showcasing
American Flyer and American Models since they
have been the determining factor for recruiting people
like me into the S fraternity. Other fine S products
have been made available to the S community as well
from Pacific Rail Shops, S Scale America, Rex, Rail
Master, Lehigh Valley, and of course the present
American Flyer offerings of Lionel Trains, Inc. This
is also a good opportunity to applaud the efforts of
S Helper Service for sponsoring many great new S
models.

Although still needing some grab irons, this
American Flyer tank car looks pretty good for
a scale setting by just adding new trucks,
couplers and some weathering.

' * " ?

Which is which? An upscaled Flyer coal hopper next to a fine scale American Models hopper. In
case you can't tell, the Flyer car is on the left.
14

Your author likes some of the tinplate looks on old American Flyer stock however, the simplified
roof on their heavyweight cars was not one of them. The flange on each side of the roof was
formed by adding a slightly wider piece of styrene then filling and sanding the ends. The unit
seen here is being prepared for conversion to a standard m.u. commuter car. The tiny hole is
where the headlight will go.

Instrument Designs has produced some nice variations of original Flyer
cars.
-..:.

.:........-~

'

~
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American Flyer steam locomotives proportion-out pretty darn good to the real McCoy.

Randy Sappo caught the spirit of American Flyer's venerable
Atlantic locomotive in this pen & ink rendering.
16

BRANCHLINE HAPPENINGS
Photos by Bill Fraley

Barry Mertz of the Lehigh
Valley S Gaugers looks over
his railroad empire.
^

Visiting Barry's layout are
Jamie Bothwell, Frank
Titman and Bob Barclay. ^

Barry displays a few of his
30 AF converted hoppers.
The setting is Bill Fraley's
industrial siding.
^.
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TRACTION ACTION!
We rarely see traction in S
gauge, this is possibly due to
problems involved with
getting suitable drive units.
Ron Kmecik of Erie, PA
implimented re-gauged HO
power trucks for his trolley
cars. Some of Ron's
equipment is scratch built.

No. 97, observation car
AMANDA is being pulled out
of the S&W car shops
following complete restoration. She still shows scars
from the recent wreck
caused by a collision with an
auto. No. 97 was reduced to
about 20 pieces from the tire
ofa!2" = lfootBuick!
Modelwork: John Long
Photo: Don Henderson
EDITOR'S NOTE: I've been
wondering how old #97
found its way under an
automobile tire!
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WORK-A-DAY ON THE
CAMBRIA & OHIO RIVER RR

Jerry Schnur's C&OR railroad
serves coal and steel industries
with a mix of early generation
diesel motive power. One of the
main division points in the rail
system is Cambria where, at top
right, we see Alco #521
switching steel loaded gons.
Further along the division at
middle right, an F unit pulls a
mixed train past a lineside
commercial building. At bottom
right is the Port Carbon engine
house and coal yard.
Jerry has used nice detailing to
represent the "feel" of industrial
America. There has been some
talk that the C&OR will be
expanding it services to other
areas (actually the unused part
of the Schnur basement) when
the company president retires
from his work in sales. Rumor
has it that the rail line will have
connections with a sea port,
we'll keep you posted on the
progress.
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A New Haven Local rumbles across the Harlem River Bridge and prepares to stop at the 125th
Street Station on its last lap into New York City. Operation on the Hudson & Harlem Division.
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BIG BRIDGE
By Mike Palmiter
Of all the structures applied to model railroad layouts,
bridges are probably the most often seen. I have
always admired big railroad bridges, especially ones
of steel spanning wide waterways or mountain
gorges. My own layout for example is patterned after
the real life setting of New York's Upper Manhattan,
and as such I needed to build several bridges over
my Harlem River. One of these bridges was New York
Central's huge vertical lift structure.
I established my 24-inch span with the use of a
3/4"thick, 8" wide pine board. With the span
established in this way, I only needed to add
appropriate "steelwork" detail to give the model its
prototypical form. I did not want to make the bridge
actually lift since that would have been too difficult;
it only had to look like the prototype in the down
position.
As can be seen in the accompanying photos, the most
distinctive characteristic of this bridge is the towers
at each end. Lionel Trains Inc. recently marketed a

lift bridge which is remarkably similar to the NYC
prototype. I had considered buying one for my NYC
river crossing because its proportions for 2-track 0gauge were exactly what I needed for my 3-track S
gauge line. The price tag however was outside of my
budget and it would have been necessary to modify
it somewhat for my specific use which I would not
want to do to a collector's item.
Close inspection of prototype photos showed that I
would need to fit a zillion truss members if I were
to scratchbuild such a structure using stripwood or
Plastruct. Such a tedious project was beyond my
patience. I did however have a box full of truss-type
components left over from the dozens of Bachmann
and Atlas HO bridges used to build my elevated rapid
transit line. I had purchased these pieces at various
model railroad flea markets for about fifty cents each
which was a very economical way of collecting the
many truss parts needed for "bridge-bashing."

Seen from river level, the NYCRR bridge is an imposing structure yet doesn't take up much layout
space. Eventually all the other bridges on your author's layout will have "steelwork" from left
over kit parts to make them appear more realistic.
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Here is a 3/4 view of the NYCRR bridge showing how the Bachmann truss pieces look when
in place. Stripwood is used to form the long crossmembers. It's these towers that make the bridge
so distinctive.

I laid out all of the truss parts and arranged them
into the general shape I needed for the NYC bridge
project. With some nipping and re-joining, most of
what I needed was at hand.
Two sizable components I needed however were long
curve-topped trusses for the span itself. I implemented
these by extending an Atlas Curved Chord bridge
kit. I cut the trusses and spliced in two inches of
similarly formed Plastruct to make them reach the
distance between the two towers. I also added Atlas
plate girders to the sides of the wood span to make
the bridge look like an all steel structure.
The Bachmann truss members which form the towers
were assembled with plastic glue then boxed together
using stripwood and matboard as illustrated in the
accompanying diagram.
Before the final installation I sprayed everything flat
black then added a light overspray of rust colored
automotive primer which gave the effect of oxidation
often seen on old steelwork. The prototype for this
model was actually painted blue but I knew that color
would not look good on my layout adjacent to the

As can be seen in this view of the prototype,
your author has simplified true scale
proportions for the model. Here we see a
NYCRR m.u. commuter train coming off the
Harlem River bridge preparing to stop at the
138th Street Station. Photo by Harold A. Smith.

sky blue backdrop which is why I opted for the dark
ruddy hue.
This project took about an hour per night for a week.
The total investment was about twenty dollars which
is not bad for model railroad structures these days!
Eventually I plan to detail my other river spans with
truss parts, though in different structual patterns
than the vertical lift style. If you would like to build
a big railroad bridge, look through your box of oddsn-ends and see what you can come up with.

Bachmann's trestle bridge kits were the main
component of your author's big NYCRR bridge.
These can often be found bargain priced at
model railroad flea markets.

Squares of
matboard

Assemblage of HO
Bachmann bridge
kit trusses
Atlas curved chord
bridge trusses

I-HI 1 1

Atlas plate girder
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PROTOTYPE VIEW
Complex track patterns in model railroading can
provide for lots of additional operating possibilities
as well as being an interesting scenic detail. Most
model railroaders however tend to shy away from
anything more multifarious than simple turnouts or
crossings for their layouts. Electrical problems may
be one concern keeping most of us from building
complex trackwork. I admit my own shortcomings
at this which is why I have always used prefab track
and turnouts. Never the less, complex track patterns
have been a lifelong fascination for me so I have
compromised my layout by installing several
"dummy" crossovers. Unless you look closely it is
difficult to tell they aren't the real thing. I keep telling
myself to try building all operational crossovers but
so far I haven't mustered the courage.

: , ' « • •
" *-*• •'

r

Here is a close-up view of a double crossover
with double slip switches. Can you imagine this
in S scale?

The south approach to Chicago's Union Station is a network of interconnected crossings and double
slip switches. Somehow the towermen (upper right in the photo) are able to keep everything running
smoothly.
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Over the years I have seen
many examples of complex
HO scale trackwork but not so
with S scale. I suppose the
reason is that there are so
many more HOers than us
and therefore the small
percent of modelers who use
complex trackwork is still
quite a few individuals.
How about it, have any of you
built
compound track
arrangements? If so send us
a snapshot and tell us the pros
and cons. - MP

Rapid transit systems also use complex track patterns. This view shows
the Chicago Transit Authority's junction of the Ravenswood and
Howard Lines.

If I If If 11 If Hi 11& Li;, ,:;!:l! 1111 III

These are all dummy crossovers on your author's S scale layout. The four mainline tracks are
American Models code .148 flextrack. Between the tracks I added ties and rail to simulate
crossovers.
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GALLIMAUFRY

Modelwork by Vic Roseman.

Railmaster Exports
26

GALLIMAUFRY - continued
One of the photos Bob Werre sent me along with the
Convention Contest pictures was of Vic Roseman's
Railway Express Agency building. Terrific
modelwork with an old-timer delivery truck. The
vintage vehicle looked a lot like a Railmaster Export
product that Vic might have modified for his REA
setting.
I should also mention that Vic's booklet titled
RAILWAY EXPRESS is an excellent publication
which I highly recommend to anyone interested in
this aspect of railroad operations.
Vintage truck enthusiasts should also consider the
newly marketed 1:64 scale products of the Hartoy
Company. There are several styles of single frame
and semi-van trucks in various era livery. These are
every bit as nice as Ertl products.
I took one of my Hartoy trucks and added a cargo
box then decorated it for the New York Central family.
I don't know of any specific prototype for this but
it does complement the railroad setting.

Hartoy 40s era delivery truck reworked and
decorated by your author to complement the
railroad theme.

For those of us who like 1930 to 1950 era vehicles
on our layouts, don't forget about the possibilities of
Matchbox-type toys. Many of these Hot-rod cars are
sized just right for S scale and can be modified to
look like an original model by filling in the open hood
with putty, sanding and repainting. There are several
styles and most of them sell for about a dollar which
should fit anyone's budget.
Another type of vehicle that S gauge modelers might
want to consider is a GM transit bus offered by
Hoquat Hobbies of Dunellen, New Jersey. This is a
well proportioned model of a 1940s & 50s era city
bus. The model comes as a fiberglass-type casting
which does require a fair amount of flash filing. The
tires supplied with the model are poor quality so I
used some left over wheels from a semi-truck model.

Ertl's "Dick Tracy" coup (at left) goes nicely
with a re-worked Matchbox Hot Rod.

One other note for those of you who put-off ordering
the new heavyweight cars from S Helper service. As
of this writing, individual cars in several styles and
road names are still available so if you want one or
more this may be your last chance. I recently received
mine and they are great! If you are interested contact
SHS at 2 Roberts Rd., New Brunswick, NJ 08901.
-MP

NFWYORK

CENTRAL

Hoquat offers a city transit bus along with
several other S gauge model castings.

V SYSTEM . '
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SLORE
"Isn't code .100 rail for HO track?" That's what a
newcomer to S scale asked me a while back. The
question started me to wondering if other S sealers
were also confused about code designations and rail
sizes used in various scales.
The code of model rail refers to its height in
thousandths of an inch. In the case of code .100 it
is 1/10 of an inch high. Prototype rail for most
mainline track measures a bit over six inches high.
In S scale this translates to a little more than 3/32
of an inch for which code .100 rail is just about right
as mainline "highiron". Since code .100 rail is just
about right as mainline "highiron" it is therefore too
high for HO which is why many HOers use code .070
or smaller. The code .100 size established itself with
HO toy train sets long ago and became the standard
for later HO merchandise.

A slice of mainline rail shown
here measures a
little over six
inches
high.
Sidings and spurs
would normally
have smaller rail.

S scale purist will probably want to use smaller than
code .100 to represent light rail of yards and spurs.
We S gaugers have become accustomed to rail codes
higher than .100 due to American Flyer's tinplate
heritage of using oversized wheel flanges. Many S
gaugers like highrail wheels on an otherwise scale
layout because of the reliable tracking and
compatibility with Flyer stock. The tinplate wheel
flanges of course make it necessary to use highrail
in order to keep the wheels from bumping along the
ties!
Many older S gauge layouts use code .178 rail which
is really higher than necessary to keep tinplate wheels
off the ties. In recent years the introduction of
American Models code .148 pre-weathered prefab
track gave a scale look to S gauge rail which is just
high enough to keep tinplate wheel flanges off the
ties but will also accommodate scale wheels very well.
It is technically highrail but a good compromise
between true scale and tinplate type track.
I doubt that any established highrail layout owners
will rip out their hard work just to implement a
slightly smaller rail size but new builders should give
serious consideration to the size of rail they choose.
-MP
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Code .148 prefab track (left) next to code .100
prefab track. Both are S gauge.

THE NATIONALMUSEUM OF TRANSPORT

When railroads had style!
While I was in the St. Louis area
for a visit with Dispatch publisher
Pete Mihelich, I stopped by the
National Museum of Transport.
The museum is located on the
southwest outskirts of the city and
has a wonderful collection of
historic and unusual transportation equipment. The emphasis is
on railroading but there are other
exhibits as well such as a vintage
DC 3 aircraft.
Although much of the equipment
suffers from deterioration in the
elements it is still a great
opportunity to see in person
locomotives that most of us have
only known from pictures. I was
a bit disappointed that all the
equipment was parked so close to
each other. It would have been nice
to see it spread out more to get a
better view of each one, especially
for photographs.
Foremost on my list of locomotives
I wanted to see was the Aerotrain.
I can't say exactly why the
Aerotrain is of any particular
interest to me. Maybe it's because
only three of these oddly shaped
locomotives were ever built, or
perhaps because the Aerotrains
were touted in 1956, during my
impressionistic youth, as being
"The passenger train of the
future"! As we all know now, they

were a dismal failure and ended up
hauling Chicago commuters on the
Rock Island line until 1965. In any
case the Aerotrains were an
unusual if not exotic venture into
"modern" railroading. I arrived at
the museum to find the Aerotrain
draped with a large covering for
renovation.
The museum also has many other
famous locomotives: A Union
Pacific Big Boy, a NYC Mohawk,
and a Milwaukee Road Bi-Polar
electric locomotive which surely
has to be the largest Juice Jack

ever built. There were also lots of
smaller exhibits like an Illinois
Terminal rail bus. If any S gauger
has ever made a model of this I
would certainly like to see a photo!
As I mentioned, many of the cars
and locos suffer from years in the
wind and rain. I am happy to say
that work was in progress to
refurbish the collection so that it
will be available for future
generations to see. For anyone
passing thru the St. Louis area I
think you would find a visit to the
museum worthwhile. -- MP

Dynamic duo — Early Zephyr and a NYC Mohawk.
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The Illinois Terminal railbus is a dandy. A drive unit would be the biggest
problem for an S gauge counterpart.

This Milwaukee Road behemoth is surley the largest electric locomotive
ever built.
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The Aerotrain incognito? No, just a tarp to cover cab dome during
refurbishing. That vintage movers truck next to it would be a gem
in 1/64 scale!

The Aerotrain as it is better remembered. Seen here on the N.Y.C.R.R. mainline in South Bend,
1956. Photo by Charles Whitmarsh, Mike Palmiter collection.
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MAILTRACK
Dear Mr. Editor,
The 1992 NASG Convention was great! I want to
commend the CVSG for the well planned occasion
... It was a great place to see old friends and meet
new ones with the common interest of S gauge model
railroading. I don't know how the CVSG could
organize all the activities for the low registration
prices. The convention was definitely a bargain!
I would like to take this time to encourage any
NASG member who has not attended a convention
to make plans now to attend the 1993 Valley Forge
Convention. You just don't know what you've been
missing until you attend one. I look forward to seeing
all the NASG members next year.
Yours truly,
Mark McFredrick
Secretary, NASG
Dear Mike,
I am responding to comments in the August
Dispatch regarding the amount of material available
for publishing.
When 3/16 Scale Railroading came out, one of my
concerns was whether there would be enough material
for another magazine. I was told that this was not
expected to be a problem. Now that apparently is a
problem, what to do about it!
I do not want to see the Dispatch competing for
articles. My preference would be for the Dispatch
to cover the areas that TSR does not. Here are a few
ideas on the material I would consider publishing.
These are based on the premise that the Dispatch
should primarily be the news organ of the
organizaion, and secondarily a magazine.
—There are many new members, most of whom
probably don't have access to back issues of the
Dispatch or the Herald, so rerunning the best of
the past would be of merit.
—We need more in the way of S product information
... If your reviewing staff is overloaded ... I can help.
—Have a model design contest, preferably around
a specific theme ... I think it would be quite interesting
to publish a Timesaver Trackplan, and have people
design modules incorporating it.
—Invite people with a private railroad to write a
short article about it, how they came up with the
name, paint scheme, and if they have decals available
for exchange or sale.

—Publish more club meeting info.
—How about a performance review of various power
packs ...?
The recent article on converting AF flats to pig
service showed some very nice semi trailers, where
can they be obtained?
Hope something here is useful.
Ted Larson
Fairport, NY
(Thanks for your suggestions, maybe having
them, listed here will inspire some input. My
own thoughts follow:
—The idea of re-running "oldie but goodie"
articles does have merit. I will be glad to
consider any sent my way.
—S scale product information should be one
of the primary focuses of the Dispatch. I will
spotlight any that come to my attention.
Although a few others do contribute material
periodically, the staff of the Dispatch is in
reality one person, the editor; I am therefore
limited primarily to my own productivity. I will
be happy to have your help.
—The timesaver trackplan sounds good. I will
be featuring something similar to this in the
next issue. I will use others if someone will
furnish them.
—Invitingpeople to write short articles about
their railroad with usable photos has been ongoing since I've been with the NASG. So far
no comprehensive layout article material has
come my way which is why I am using so much
article material related to my own modelwork.
If I did not rely on my own resources we would
have a skimpy magazine indeed!
—I also want to haye a regular section devoted
to club activities. Al Schoenberg of the South
Jersey S Sealers has offered to handle this as
has Gil Hulin. This issue features some of the
first input along these lines and I hope to
expand on it in future issues.
—A review of power packs sounds like a good
article for the Dispatch, who will be furnishing
the story?
—Regarding semi-trailers, all of mine came
as a tractor & trailer set. Does anyone know
where we can get 1:64 scale trailers only ?—MP)

DAVE PLOURDE
187 Mapleshade Ave.
P.O. Box 385
East Longmeadow, MA. 01028
(413) 525-3492
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CUYAHOQA VALLEY LINK*

"The Hi-Rail Route"
8727 Broadview Rd., Broadview Hts., Ohio 44H7
Lee McCarty — President

In The Next Dispatch...
In the February issue we will present an article titled,
"The Jet Age" which focuses on a special application
of the famous Flyer EPS New Haven electric "Jet".
Also featured will be a Prototype View of the South
Shore Line and a freight switching maneuver
perfectly suited to model operation. We also have a
few other items of special interest. See you then!

WANTED
Modern Freight Cars
to be scraichbuilt.
•S Gauge manufacturers
don't make a variety yet.

PO
FOR SALE
The Chicagoland Association of S Gaugers is pleased
to announce a special car available in both Hi-Rail
and Scale trucks. The car is an ACF 3 Bay CenterFlow Hopper lettered for the Soo Line. The color of
the car is Soo Line off white. This special run car
is priced at $35.00 including your choice of Hi-Rail
or Scale Trucks. The Car is available as of August
21, 1992. We are now accepting orders for this car.
You may have it shipped to you. Please include $3.00
for shipping costs. Checks payble to CASG % Joel
Lebovitz, 1340 W. Greenleaf, Apt. IN, Chicago, IL
60626.
B&O 40' Sentinel Boxcar. The Central Jersey S
Sealers are proud to announce the offering of an S
Gauge 40' B&O Sentinel Boxcar kit. These premium
paint scheme cars are being made for us by Pacific
Rail Shops and will be the first prototype schemes
on their 1937 AAR boxcars. They feature one piece
injection molded styrene bodies that are pre-painted
and lettered with Aluminum side, roof and ends with
a blue strip on the lower quarter of the side and door.
The lettering on the cars is Black and Aluminum with
a 4 color block signal logo on the right side of the
car. These Deluxe cars will include either scale or
AF compatible trucks and operating couplers (scale
comes with NWSL code 110 wheel and Kadee #802
couplers, hirail will have AF compatible operating
couplers) The price for these limited run boxcars is
$39.95 ppd. NJ residents please add 6% sales tax.
Direct sales only. For more information contact: Mike
Cunningham, 2 Roosevelt Ave., Cranford, NJ 07016.

Enter
the
NASG Contest!

Omnicon PRR Decapod, factory painted, $925.00.
Omnicon NYC L3a, factory painted, $1,050.00. Spence
Rawlins, 4804 Amberjack Court, Virginia Beach, VA
23464; Phone (804) 495-4288.

WANTED
Box 262
S - 241 24 ESLOV, SWEDEN

TENNESSEE
S SCALE &
HI-RAIL-CODE 148
Earl O. Henry, Jr.
4487 Post Place, #145
Nashville, TN 37205

Te.-46-413-11000
Fax -46-413-10000

Help - Sent my K335 to be repaired and UPS broke
my tender. Can anyone help me with a replacement
tender? Thanks. Joe Maggio, 2104 Winnebago Dr.,
Springfield, IL 62702.

In Memoriam;
Pneumatic Turnout Control Systems
321 N. 40th St.
Allentown, PA 18104
(215)398-7896
GREGG SPENCE, Owner

PETER J. JUNGLE
8/1/39-2/14/92
a "best friend" of S gauge

Brick, Stone, Block, Roofing, Kits
321 N. 40th St.
Allentown, PA 18104
(215) 398-7896
GREGG SPENCE, Owner
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HELPER
SERVICE
MARYLAND &
PENNSLYVANIAR.R.
BALTIMORE & OHIO R.R.
Pres. Art Kuperstein

Yardley, PA

Stan Houghton
Danville, VA

SERVING MID-COAST MAINE

R.T. WALL
Searsport, Maine

GREAT BASIN RAILWAYS

NgStERN

'—' UTAH CENTRAL RY
UTAH & NORTHERN

UNION PACIFIC

lltica, Michigan

W^ 7HE FINEST OF Std ANU 5 STANDAUD

»

1446 Fremont Avenue
Los Altos, CA 94024

The Southern
Berkshire R.R.
BILL FUHRMAN, President
174 Lakes Rd.
Bethlehem, CT 06751

Helping
S Scale
Grow!!

Go Witt
"S"

rauge

Peter Baldamus
HAMBURG,GERMANY

ERNIE HORR

teQRT

DuvidO. Held
Operating Manager

Scale Railroading

SPOKANE., WA,

JOHN PRATT
1501-A CASTLE PL SE
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87118
(505) 268-9095

"S" & "8113
(313)739-2932

ROGER J E N S E N
2766 N. 3R.D Sr
PEMNEPACK
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DENIS FORTIER

JOHN H. BcRTZ SR.,

MEMBRE NASG MEMBER
971 Boulevard du Cap
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PLATEAU

JEFFERSON CENTRAL RR.

RAILWAY

GREATNORTHERN
WILLIAM J. FKALE.f,Jlt.

PAUL R/LEY
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EDMONTON

PEABODY, M A .

BETHEL FALLS
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& WESTERN
R.B. "Bob" HADLOW
President and Only Bill Payer
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GENESSEE & GREAT WESTERN
Michael Holland
Rochester, New York
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NMRA PNR LIFE
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SANDY HOOK LINES
DAVID C. POOL
WILTOM, CONN.
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THE ROOT CANAL CENTRAL
DIVISION OF

S SCALE MODEL RAILROADING

Badgerland S Gaugers

DEPTFORD & WESTERN

Serving ;tnd promoting S Giuiyf
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CHARLES B. PORTER

American Flyer ~ High Rail -- Scale
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BILL LANE JR.-PRES.
525 WARWICK RD.
DEPTFDRD, N.J. 08096
(609) 848-2739

Marty Glass
3586Chaplou • St l.ouis. MO 63129
314-892 7252

H
DIVISION HDQTDS.

National
CONVENTION
VALLEY FORGE

HOST CLUB
FOR THE 1993
N.M.R.A.
N.A.S.C;.

Ma ximum Modu la r Ra ilroading
with minimal scenery

SOUTH JERSEY
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"Roof e Of The Happy Tooth"
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, RAILS AND REELS. WHEELS AND DEALS

Committed to
S Scale and NASG
OREGON
S SCALERS

American Flyer

Contact:
Norm Strain

"S" Gaugers of the St. Louis Area
MOE BERK

4256 N.E. 8th

»"
LL
S

LECTRONICS
Designer and Manufacturer of Fine Electronic Deuces
Since 1976

4246 Oregon Pike
PO Box 280
DALLAS E. GUTACKER Brownstown, PA 17508
PRESIDENT
(717)859-6673

& Memorabilia
6158

Holmes

Kansas City, MO 64110

SouthWind Models
P.O. Box 9293
Plant City, FL 34289

Gresham.OR 97030

Coordinator

(503) 666-5995

39 Graeler Dr. • St. Louis, Mo. 63146

ALLEE

H. J. Hauschild
Railroad Drawings
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AMERICAN FLYER TRAINS
' CHRYSLER 300 AUTOMOBILES
MOVIECRAFT
DISTRIBUTOR / MARKETING
L. ANDREW JUGLE
327 HIGHLAND AVENUE
ELMHURST. IL 60126

6160 Upper Straits Rlvd
Wost Bloomfield Ml 483?4

BUY * SELL • T R A D E « R E P A I R

WANTED LIONEL
AMERICAN FLVER
O-TRAINS-S

JOY & RICH AMBROGIO
BUY & SELL ALL TYPES
OP TRAINS
10 FRANKLIN AVE. 5-P
WHITE PLAINS, N.Y. 10601

(914) 682-8443
AFTER 5 PM

FALL S FEST

SOUTHERN PACIFIC R.R. CO.

WHERE SCALERS, COLLECTORS,

SACRAMENTO DIVISION

WILMINGTON SHOPS
/^liaa'ylanrJ !lDivision
MICHAEL SALVATORE

ROGER L. SHIMON

AFCC 2137
TCA 91-32CO9
NASG 9ORO464C

RT 4 Box 32CF
-BO- MO 63379 9461
314-529 4214

HELPS GAUGE

HI-RAILERS, NARROW GAUGERS,
783 Old Tower Road

& MANUFACTURERS MEET ONCE
A Y E A R IN THE MID-WEST
TO HAVE FUN!!

Oconomowoc, WI 53066

GROW,TALKITUP

INFO:
1-414-567-9686

JOHN J. WICKLAND
2331 S. 58th ST.

"S SCALE CAPITAL OF

WISCONSIN"

WHERE EVER YOU GO!

WEST ALLIS, WISCONSIN 53219

PORT L I N E S H O B B Y S U P P L I E S

Doug Perk
ii S t n r c v b r o o k f Drive
N Y w b u r v p n r t . MA 01950
IrillH) 1B5-H798

RESERVED
FOR THE
CALIFORNIA
SOUTHERN
ALMAKKM

K L T O R O , CA

LEHIGH
VALLEY

Fellowship, Modules and
100"

NASG MEMBERSHIP

Since 1978!

Help finance NASG special projects. 1 year of ads (your art or ours) for $10.
NASG INC., John W. Metzger, Rt. 4 Box 326F, Troy, MO 63379.
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Photo by Bob Werre, A/F Trains from: J. Gerwin, A. Lofton & J. Stiffler

The S gauge heavyweights are
here and ready to run on your
Flyer pike. Complement your
vintage A.C. Gilbert steam
engines with our new heavyweight era passenger cars.
Available in five car sets,
these cars feature durable, one
piece injection molded ABS
plastic construction and meticulous detailing.

Affordably priced at $250,
each five car set includes 70'
observation, coach, combine,
baggage, and RPO, available in
20 popular, classic road names.
Three additional cars of 83'
length are available, priced at
$ 171, but these cars are not
A/F curve track compatible.
Order your set today. Most
road names will be one run
only!

Classic Road Names
Baltimore & Ohio
Central RR of New Jersey
Chicago & North Western
Gulf, Mobile & Ohio
Lackawanna
Missouri Pacific
New York Central
Pennsylvania
Southern
Union Pacific

Canadian Pacific
Chesapeake & Ohio
Erie
Great Northern
Milwaukee Road
New Haven
Northern Pacific
Pullman (tuscan or green)
Southern Pacific
Also available undecorated.

Don't miss this opportunity to
bring the golden age of railroading to your Flyer layout.
To order, or receive more
information call or write:

5 HELPER SERVICE
2 Roberts Rd.
New Brunswick, NJ 08901-1621
1-908-545-0303
Visa and MasterCard accepted
add $2.50 per set for shipping

